Conversion of dNTP to dNMP dependent on DNA synthesis in isolated Yoshida sarcoma nuclei.
Nuclei isolated from Yoshida sarcoma cells had activity for conversion of dGTP dependent on DNA synthesis. The ratio of nucleotide generation/generation + incorporation was 0.4 +/0- 0.1, indicating that approx. 40% of the incorporated dGMP was excised. Two lines of evidence indicated the dependence of this activity on DNA synthesis. (1) The activity was observed only in the presence of ATP, which is essential for nuclear DNA synthesis. (2) Inhibitors of DNA synthesis, such as N-ethylmaleimide, aphidicolin, spermine and KCl, also inhibited ATP- or DNA synthesis-dependent dGMP generation. Although nuclei contain nucleoside triphosphatase (N-nucleotidase), this enzyme was not involved appreciably in DNA synthesis-dependent dGMP generation. The reason for this was explained by the following findings. (a) Inhibitors did not decrease dGMP production in the complete absence of DNA synthesis. (b) Inhibitors did not inactivate N-nucleotidase to the same degree as they inhibited DNA synthesis-dependent dGMP generation. (c) Addition of ATP reduced dGMP hydrolysis catalyzed by N-nucleotidase. (d) GDP has no appreciable effect on DNA synthesis-dependent dGMP generation, but had a diluting effect on dGMP production catalyzed by N-nucleotidase. These results show that the pathway of dGMP generation in isolated nuclei was switched on addition of ATP from a N-nucleotidase-catalyzed one to a DNA polymerase-exonuclease-catalyzed one.